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called Common Measure (the standard form used in hymns).
This stanza is described in works on prosody as an iambic
quatrain, in which the first and third lines have eight syllables
and four stresses and the second and fourth lines have six
syllables and three stresses; or, in the conventional notation,
4.3.4.3. According to this analysis, a regular ballad stanza
would be scanned as follows:
III	I
0 wha |is this |has don |this deid, I
/	/	/
This ill |deid don |to me, |
To send |me out |this time |o' the year, |
To sail |upon |the sea. |
This traditional scansion ignores the fact that there are not
four equal stresses in the long lines but rather two main stresses
and two secondary ones; and that there are two main stresses
and one secondary one in the short lines.
/       >        /	\
0 wha is this has don this deid,
/	\	/
This ill deid don to me,
/	\       .    /	\
To send me out this time o' the year
/       \         /
To sail upon the sea.
A careful analysis of the rhythm of Common Measure
ballad lines as they sound when read aloud, would itself make
this fact clear. It has been noticed by Gerould16 that "the
stresses fall with heavier and lighter weight in strict alterna-
tion. . . . The effect of this alternation on the ear when the
verse is read, is subtly different from that of verse otherwise
constituted." This analysis, as Gerould has said, is amply
confirmed by the music. The tunes of Common Measure
ballad stanzas are nearly always in compound time (•§- or 40
which has, of course, a main beat at the beginning and a
secondary beat in the middle of the bar. The phrase to which

